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pat@patflannery.com

From: Pat Flannery [patflannery@ebuyersrealty.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 2:43 PM
To: 'Rudy Murillo'
Cc: Timothy Hushen (E-mail)
Subject: RE: San Diego-Shannon structure

Hi Rudy,

Sage advice. Do you have a phone # or email for Richard Kiy? 

Keeping funding "at arms length" would seem very wise for all the reasons you mention. I 
would like to learn all about Richard's panel of fund advisors and I look forward to 
hearing what Tim thinks, particularly the best way of achieving due diligence, because 
funds and funding is his area of expertise. 

My own appreciation of your "arms length" suggestion centers on your last point - avoiding
the perception of somebody buying onto the board.

Pat

-----Original Message-----
From: Rudy Murillo [mailto:rmurillo@san.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 1:27 PM
To: patflannery@ebuyersrealty.com; 'Timothy Hushen'
Subject: Re: San Diego-Shannon structure

With respect to "donors," you (not to mention the donors) may wish to keep
funding at arms length...particularly the due diligence aspects of receiving
and disbursing donated funds.

I would suggest you get together with Richard Kiy of the International
Community Foundation to see how they do it...they've done an outstanding job
for COMCAL on two occasions (projects).

Richard has a built-in mechanism to ensure donor wishes are addressed -- a
small panel of fund advisors to shepherd the objectives along.  Works well.

Also, this would eliminate to perception that someone can literally buy onto
the board with a check.

...Rudy

----- Original Message -----
From: Pat Flannery <patflannery@ebuyersrealty.com>
To: 'Timothy Hushen' <thushen@foundation.sdsu.edu>
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 5:31 PM
Subject: San Diego-Shannon structure

Notes on conference with Paul Dostart and Mike Wilson - November 21st 2002

501c3 versus 501c4:
· The IRS may deny us a 510c3 and push us into a 510c4 because a 3 offers
more deducibility than a 4 which suggests that a 3 is always more desirable
than a 4.
· The key is in drafting the exemption application - stress education.
· The main difference is that a 3 is a charitable org. engaged in
educational activities while a 4 is a civic, community or social betterment
org.
· A sister city org. is usually considered a 4; therefore it is important to
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avoid mention of "twinning" or "sister city".
· Our involvement in San Diego's sister cities program should therefore be
limited to using that program to further our educational objectives to
achieve "academic, economic and cultural excellence" called for in our
mission statement.
· Most cultural objectives would be considered 511c4 therefore it is also
important to structure all cultural activities in terms of education.

Membership and Governance:
· It is possible to have as few people as even one person controlling
everything. There is no statutory requirement to be democratic. The problem
becomes how to entice people to participate. That is usually the genesis of
membership.
· It may be that the combined stature of the Mayor of San Diego and the
Chairman of SFADCO may attract rather than deter, without the need for a
voting body.
· The alternative is to create some form of voting body, which elects
Directors who in turn appoint officers.
· A membership body may have voting and/or non-voting members.
· This raises the question of how to acquire voting rights and the rights
and obligations of the other non-voting members.

Some concepts for "selecting" voting members:
· Constituencies: various relevant organizations may be given the right to
nominate a representative to sit on the board or it may simply run with the
office of chairman, president etc. of the other organization - i.e.
ex-officio.
· Major money donors: some method may be devised for picking a predetermined
number of donors who will become voting members by virtue of their
contributions. It may be the top 9 contributors or it may be a certain
number determined by lottery of all donors over a certain minimum amount.

If "elections": some precautions for preventing a "motor cycle club" type
takeover:
· Close membership 3 months prior to elections.
· Do not have the whole board come up for election in the same year. Have
staggered (officially known as classified) elections: e.g. one third elected
each year. This example would require 3-year terms.

Pat Flannery


